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ABSTRACT

Future wireless systems need extremely fast and flexible architec-
tures to support varying standards, algorithms and protocols with
data rates in the range of 10-100 Mbps. Software Defined Radios
(SDRs) based on DSP-FPGAs are a widely proposed solution for
these systems. However, these SDR solutions have not been able to
meet real-time requirements. We propose a programmable archi-
tecture solution for SDRs using a stream-based architecture based
on the Imagine media processor. The configurable Imagine simu-
lator allows us to investigate issues such as memory bottlenecks,
number and type of functional units needed, and the utilization
of those functional units. To evaluate stream-based architectures
for baseband processing, we parallelize and implement sophisti-
cated baseband algorithms including multiuser estimation, mul-
tiuser detection and Viterbi decoding on this simulator. We present
the bottlenecks in such a stream-based architecture for efficient
communications processing. Comparisons with current genera-
tion DSP-based solutions show orders-of-magnitude performance
improvements, both due to the stream-based nature of computa-
tions as well as the increase in the number of functional units hav-
ing a high utilization factor. The result is a baseband processor
designed with broad system functionality and flexibility that ap-
proaches real-time performance for future wireless systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Next generation wireless systems [1, 2] are being designed to pro-
vide a wide variety of multimedia services and to seamlessly switch
between different wireless standards, such as wireless LAN and
wideband CDMA. Each of these standards require different physi-
cal layer algorithms to be implemented. Also, algorithmic param-
eters such as the coding rate and constraint length for decoding
need to be configured based on the channel environment. The wide
range of configuration parameters and flexibility in the choice of
algorithms to be implemented motivates the need for a software
defined radio (SDR) solution.

Figure 1 shows the number of adders and multipliers theoret-
ically needed to meet a real-time data rate of 4 Mbps (aggregate)
for a W-CDMA cellular system. The number of adders and mul-
tipliers needed depends on the environment and the frequency of
estimating the channel. Most SDR solutions are based on DSP-
FPGA implementations and are usually a prototyping or a proof-
of-concept effort [3–5]. From Figure 1, a 32-user CDMA system
requires around 15 additions and 15 multiplication operations per
cycle (with a 500 MHz clock), to meet real-time of 128 Kbps/user
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Figure 1: Number of adders and multipliers needed to achieve 4
Mbps (aggregate), assuming a 500 MHz clock.

even for a slowly fading channel. This is assuming that the func-
tional units in the programmable processor are operating at 100%
efficiency and hence, in a practical system, around 20-25 adders
and multipliers may be needed to meet real-time requirements. A
programmable DSP-based SDR does not have enough functional
units to meet the targeted data rates. ASIC and FPGA support are
often used for implementing these systems in real-time. Newer
trends in SDR solutions include re-configurable computing based
solutions for wireless systems such as Stallion and Chameleon
[6, 7]. However, these solutions require significantly higher pro-
gramming effort and have been unable to achieve these extremely
high data rates.

Figure 2 shows a SDR with a proposed communications pro-
cessor that does the frontend base-band processing in real-time
and acts as the interface between the RF and the higher MAC and
network layers in the mobile device. We use a streaming proces-
sor simulator, based on the Imagine architecture [8], as the tool
to investigate the communications processor design. An end-to-
end suite of key sophisticated algorithms modeling a future W-
CDMA system is implemented on the simulator to study the com-
putational workload and its characteristics. We present the bot-
tlenecks present in the base Imagine implementation that need to
be overcome for a stream processor architecture to perform effi-
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Figure 2: A programmable communications processor for SDR.
The figure shows a SDR having a communications processor to do
the frontend (physical layer) baseband processing.

cient communications processing. Comparisons with SDR solu-
tions based on current generation DSPs show orders-of-magnitude
performance improvements due to the larger number of functional
units available and their efficient utilization.

2. THE IMAGINE ARCHITECTURE AND SIMULATOR

Imagine is a high performance media processor built at Stanford
[8]. We choose to explore stream processors based on the Imagine
architecture because many workload characteristics for communi-
cations such as FIR and FFT are similar to media processing. The
Imagine simulator allows us to simulate high performance archi-
tectures with great flexibility without the added baggage of caches,
branch prediction units and out-of-order schedulers present in con-
ventional general purpose simulators which are not useful for com-
munications processing. The base Imagine architecture is shown
in Figure 3. It has 8 VLIW-based computational clusters arranged
in a SIMD fashion. Each cluster contains multiple functional units.
A large general purpose stream register file (SRF) forms the heart
of the chip and is connected to the clusters, the memory system
and the network. The stream register file is program-controlled
and serves as a storage area for data used by other units. The
number of memory accesses are minimized by keeping frequently
used data in the SRF. The Imagine memory system allows multiple
streaming accesses simultaneously and provides enough memory
bandwidth for computational units. The chip is controlled by a
host processor and issues commands via a stream controller. The
architecture details can be obtained from [8].

The Imagine simulator is a cycle-accurate simulator that gives
us insight on the operations being performed in functional units,
register files and memory of the processor every clock cycle. The
simulator allows us to vary parameters such as the number and type
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Figure 3: The Imagine stream processor architecture.
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Figure 4: W-CDMA algorithm suite studied for implementation

of functional units, clusters, register sizes and memory and study
the effects of these variations on the algorithms. New blocks such
as special-purpose functional units can also be integrated into the
simulator. Graphical tools are available that show the algorithm
schedule, including functional unit utilization and memory bottle-
necks.

The Imagine processor is currently programmed in a two-level
fashion using C++. The computations of the algorithms are sched-
uled in the eight clusters and arranged as kernel operations and are
written in C++ (called KernelC). The communication between the
different kernels and between the main memory and SRF is then
handled using another C++ code (called StreamC).

3. ALGORITHMS

A proposed end-to-end W-CDMA based base-station receiver that
implements key sophisticated algorithms such as multiuser chan-
nel estimation, multiuser detection [9] and Viterbi decoding [10]
is shown in Figure 4. The algorithms proposed are highly paral-
lelizable, use only multiplications and additions and show good
fixed-point behavior [9].

The channel information is obtained by the transmission of a
pilot signal,

� � � � � 
 �  � � � � � � � � � �
, which is a sequence of

bits that are known at the receiver (training sequence). The re-
ceived pilot signal,  � ! # % � '  � * ,

, is compared with the known
bits to form an estimate of the channel. However, the pilot se-
quence may not be available continuously [11]. The channel esti-
mates may need to be updated once for every 1000 bits of detection
for a slow fading channel to around once every 10 detection bits
for a fast fading channel. In this scenario, the decisions from the
multiuser detection block, -.

, are fed back to the channel estima-
tion block along with the received data bits,  � / 1 ' 1 

, delayed by
the time required for detection, for tracking the channel estimates
when the pilot signal is absent.

The derivation of the joint multiuser estimation and detection
algorithm chosen for implementation is detailed in [9]. Channel
estimation consists of the following computations:

5 6 8 9: < > 5 6 8 @ B 9: < � � 8  D8 � � 8 @ F  D8 @ F (1)
5 6 8 9: : > 5 6 8 @ B 9: : � � 8 � G8 � � 8 @ F � G8 @ F (2)

-J 6 8 9 > -J 6 8 @ B 9 � K � 5 6 8 9: : O -J 6 8 @ B 9 � 5 6 8 9: < 
(3)

where
5 : < � * � � P ,

is the cross-correlation matrix between the
synchronization bits

� 8 and the received signal  8 , and
5 : : �

Q � � P � �
is the autocorrelation matrix. The channel estimate,

J �
* � � P ,

, is obtained by an iterative method, suitable for fading
channels. The matrix

J
is rearranged into its odd and even columns
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� � � � � � � � � 

which corresponds to the data bits ��  � � and

��  � � � � � � � � � �
in the estimate.

�
is the length of the preamble

window which is dependent on the amount of fading in the chan-
nel. Typical values [11] for � , the spreading code length, and

�
,

the number of users are 32 each.
The computations used in the detection phase are as shown:

� � � � �� � � �� � 	 (4)

 � � � �� �� �� � � �� � � �� � 	

� � ! # � % �� �� �� � � �� � � �� � ' 	 (5)
� ( � ) � � � � � � *  � � � � �� *  	 (6)

�� ( � ) � � ! � 0 % � ( � ) '
(7)

� ( � ) � � ( � ) � � �� ( � � � ) � � � 
 �� ( � � � ) � � � �� ( � � � ) � � (8)

�� ( � ) � � ! � 0 % �  ( � ) ' �
(9)

Equation (8) performs parallel interference cancellation (PIC) and
may be thought of subtracting the interference from the past bit
of users having more delay, and the future bits of the users hav-
ing less delay, than the desired user. The left matrix

�
, stands for

the partial correlation between the past bits of the interfering users
and the desired user, the right matrix

� �
, stands for the partial

correlation between the future bits of the interfering users and the
desired user. The center matrix



, is the correlation of the current

bits of interfering users and the diagonal elements are made ze-
ros to avoid self-cancellation. The

�
and



matrix calculations in

equations (4),(5) need to be performed only once per channel esti-
mation while the matched filter and PIC in equations (6),(8) needs
to be performed for every detection bit.

The output of the multiuser detector is then fed to the Viterbi
decoder [10]. The Viterbi decoder then decodes the bits for each
of the 32 users in the system. The parameters of the decoder are
also flexible and they can vary from a rate 1/2, constraint length 5
to a rate 1/3, constraint length 9 system [11] where the complexity
increases exponentially with constraint length.

4. RESULTS

We implemented the above baseband algorithms on the stream-
ing processor simulator to investigate their performance and func-
tional unit utilization. We present the bottlenecks in stream-based
processors that need to be overcome for efficient communications
processing.

The various computation kernels and communication kernels
for the algorithms are shown in Figure 5. Equations (1)-(2) form
the ’correlation update’ kernel. The matrix-matrix multiplication
in equation (3) forms the ’matrix mul’ kernel. The ’matrix mul’
kernel is implemented as a series of matrix-vector multiplication
kernels and hence, a loop is shown in the figure to signify repe-
titions. The remaining iteration update in equation (3) forms the
’iteration update’ kernel. The data communication between these
kernels is fairly regular until this point. However, the channel es-
timate matrix

�
is now rearranged into its odd and even columns� � � � � . This data rearrangement induces expensive memory ac-

cesses in order to rearrange the data, during which the computa-
tion units in Imagine remain idle, producing memory stalls on the
Imagine processor. Similarly, the matrix transpose in equation (8)
also requires data rearrangement and induces expensive memory
accesses. The ’matrix mul L’ and ’matrix mul C’ kernels are ob-
tained from equations (4) and (5). The matched filter ’MF’ kernel
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Figure 5: An end-to-end W-CDMA system for SDR implemented
on the streaming processor simulator.

obtained from equation (6), takes the bits to be detected as input
and produces a rough estimate of the result to the PIC stages where
the interference from other users are canceled for a more accurate
estimate. The loop around PIC kernel signifies that PIC is repeated
3 times for convergence after which the detected bit is sent to the
Viterbi decoder for decoding each of the 32 users.

The performance of the base Imagine architecture is shown in
Table 1. The base Imagine architecture has 8 clusters, each with 3
adders, 2 multipliers and 1 division unit. Since the algorithms are
highly parallel, all 16 multipliers show high utilization of around
90-100% for most kernels. The 24 adders are, however, under-
utilized with 53-70% efficiency as they are waiting for the multi-
plications to complete. The division unit (not shown) is idle due
to a lack of divisions in the implemented algorithms. From Figure
1, we saw that the total number of additions and multiplications
in the kernels are approximately the same. This suggests replac-
ing the division unit by an additional multiplication unit to have a
3 adder, 3 multiplier per cluster configuration as shown in Table
1. Having equal number of adders and multipliers gave significant
speedup to most kernels due to increased adder efficiency. Since
most kernels were compute intensive, we optimized the kernels to
produce high functional unit efficiency at the cost of communica-
tion overhead between kernels. The sorting of the path metrics
and survivor memory in Viterbi were performed within the kernel.
This significantly reduced the functional unit utilization but still
produced better performance due to the elimination of the com-
munication between the trellis stages which required memory ref-
erences. Viterbi(a) shows the performance of a rate 1/2 constraint
length 5 Viterbi decoder and Viterbi(b) shows the performance of
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Table 1: Functional unit utilization of different kernels on the base
Imagine architecture with 24 adders, 16 multipliers and 8 dividers
and the modified architecture with 24 adders and 24 multipliers.

Base Modified
Kernel Adder Mult Time Adder Mult Time

util util (cycles) util util (cycles)
corr update 70% 100% 1224 79% 78% 1064
matrix mul 53% 91% 22720 85% 99% 14360

iteration 55% 42% 1058 55% 28% 1058
mat mul L 59% 91% 7468 78% 84% 5573
mat mul C 63% 96% 12192 68% 71% 11084

mf 67% 100% 366 90% 89% 275
pic 67% 96% 996 89% 84% 760

viterbi(a) 13% 2% 8044 13% 1.4% 8044
viterbi(b) 35% 9% 80006 35% 6% 80006

a rate 1/3 constraint length 9 Viterbi decoder.
Comparisons with a TI C67 DSP are shown in Table 2. The

DSP simulations were performed using the TI C67 simulator that
assumes a flat memory model for external memory references. We
observe a speedup of 48 � for channel estimation and 42 � for de-
tection for our design using the stream processor simulator. The
C67 comparisons for Viterbi decoding were obtained from [12].
The DSP shows better performance as the functional units in our
design have very poor utilization. The real-time requirements al-
low only 4000 cycles per bit for a 500 MHz system. From Table
2, we see that excluding decoding, we can easily meet real-time
for both the slow and medium fading cases. We are investigating
reducing the memory stalls by exploring different techniques such
as pipelining other kernels in the stall time and re-arranging data
within kernels.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a programmable communications pro-
cessor for SDRs that approaches the real-time system requirements.
We implement key baseband algorithms for a W-CDMA based
cellular system on the Imagine simulator to investigate its perfor-
mance. We design kernels and functional units with high func-
tional unit utilization for multiuser estimation and detection and
we are investigating ways to minimize the memory references be-
tween the computations during the data rearrangement and during
matrix transposes. The Viterbi implementation, though optimized
to eliminate memory references, suffers from the reverse problem
of having extremely poor functional unit utilization.

The Imagine simulator allows us to explore different variations
in the architecture including the functional unit design and usage,
number of clusters, memory references etc. for classes of scenar-

Table 2: Comparison with a C67 DSP for different channels. The
figure shows the number of cycles per bit taken by our design based
on Imagine against the TI C67 DSP with perfect external memory.

Stage Slow Fading Medium Fading Fast Fading
Imagine DSP Imagine DSP Imagine DSP

Est. 46 2228 459 22288 4594 222879
Det. 1035 44077 1035 44077 1035 44077
Dec. 80006 72736 80006 72736 80006 72736
Stalls 104 - 606 - 5620 -

ios. Our current research aim is to solve the bottlenecks posed by
the algorithms to design a real-time programmable communica-
tions processor with high functional unit utilization and minimum
communication overhead between kernels.
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